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1. Latest AI trends, risks and issues



Awareness and opportunities related to AI have 
increased with generative AI…



Generative AI has rapidly entered public discourse

Source: OECD.AI, using data from Event Registry.

Launch of 

ChatGPT

News articles on generative 

AI have skyrocketed in 2023



The number of tweets globally 

on generative AI grew 8X from 

Dec 2022 to June 2023

Source: OECD.AI, using data from Twitter.

Generative AI has rapidly entered public discourse

Launch of 

ChatGPT



The same dramatic trends can be observed in VC 
investments in generative AI start-ups worldwide

Source: OECD.AI, using data from Preqin.

USD 1 billion MS 

investment in OpenAI

USD 10 billion MS 

investment in OpenAI



The rapid growth of generative AI research precedes 
investments  

Source: OECD.AI, using data from OpenAlex

Publications on generative AI see 

a rapid growth since 2017.

These publications have grown 

5X since 2019

Launch of 

ChatGPT

“Attention is all you need” paper 

(transformer model)



The rapid growth of open-source code for generative 
AI also starts in 2017 

Source: OECD.AI, using data from GitHub.

Launch of 

ChatGPT

“Attention is all you need” paper 

(transformer model)



Demand for ‘machine learning’ skills in online job postings 
has increased by 130% since 2018

Source: OECD.AI, with data from Adzuna. Countries included: Australia, Austria, Brazil, Canada, France, Germany, India, Italy, the Netherlands, 

New Zealand, Poland, Russia, Singapore, South Africa, United Kingdom, United States

AI skills

https://oecd.ai/en/data?selectedArea=ai-jobs-and-skills&selectedVisualization=relative-international-ai-skill-demand
https://oecd.ai/en/data?selectedArea=knowledge-flows


But risks, incidents and issues have also 
increased…



AI incidents and hazards 
from news articles 
identified by the OECD.AI 
Incidents Monitor (AIM) 
climb rapidly in 2023

An increasing number of news articles report AI harms to 
people, organisations and the environment.

oecd.ai/incidents

http://www.oecd.ai/incidents


oecd.ai/incidents

http://www.oecd.ai/incidents






Almost 60% of available datasets in Hugging Face are in English 
(out of >11K datasets)
Open-source datasets by language

Open-source AI models and datasets

Source: OECD.AI, with data from Hugging Face

English 57%

Chinese 5%
French 3.5%

https://oecd.ai/en/data?selectedArea=ai-models-and-datasets
https://oecd.ai/en/data?selectedArea=ai-research&selectedVisualization=ai-research-publications-exclusively-by-gender
https://oecd.ai/en/data?selectedArea=knowledge-flows


Despite an increase in overall number of AI publications with at 
least one female author, the gender gap continues to grow
Evolution of AI publications by gender

Source: OECD.AI, with data from Elsevier (Scopus)

AI research

AI publications with at least 1 male author

AI publications with at least 1 female author

https://oecd.ai/en/data?selectedArea=ai-research&selectedVisualization=number-of-research-publications-in-ai-by-gender
https://oecd.ai/en/data?selectedArea=knowledge-flows


In 2022, 11% of AI publications worldwide were written 
exclusively by women (vs. 55% by men)

Source: OECD.AI, with data from Elsevier (Scopus)

AI research

11%

55%

34%

https://oecd.ai/en/data?selectedArea=ai-research&selectedVisualization=ai-research-publications-exclusively-by-gender
https://oecd.ai/en/data?selectedArea=knowledge-flows


In 2022, women in AI were better educated than men (62% of them had an 
advanced degree vs 57% men). But men had higher wages (32% of men declared 
earning >USD$100/yr vs 22% of women)

AI demographics

Source: OECD.AI, with self-declared data from Stack Overflow survey

Men (94% of answers) Women (5% of answers)

57%

32% 22%

62%

https://oecd.ai/en/data?selectedArea=ai-demographics&selectedVisualization=ai-demographics-by-gender
https://oecd.ai/en/data?selectedArea=ai-research&selectedVisualization=ai-research-publications-exclusively-by-gender
https://oecd.ai/en/data?selectedArea=knowledge-flows


2. Regulatory approaches to AI



Regulatory approaches to AI include, broadly:

• Soft law: Ethical principles, codes of conduct, standards,
etc.

• Agile approaches: Regulatory experimentation (e.g.
sandboxes), responsible business conduct, etc.

• Hard law: Regulations and bans such as the EU AI Act, 
Canada’s AI and Data Act, China’s ban to AI-generated
media without watermarks, etc.



Soft law: The OECD AI Principles

5 principles 
for national policies, for AI 

ecosystems to benefit societies

AI research & development

Data, compute, technologies

Policy & regulatory environment

Jobs & skills, labour transitions

International cooperation 
& measurement

5 values-based 
principles for trustworthy, 

human-centric AI

Benefit People & Planet

Human rights, values & fairness

Transparent & explainable

Robust, secure & safe

Accountable



Countries that have committed to the OECD AI 

Principles

Mauritius has not 

adopted the OECD AI 

Principles (yet)



Agile approaches: Sandboxes

Many "sandboxes" around the world (including privacy and 
financial technology). Some examples:

First fintech 
sandbox

UK Financial 
Conduct Authority 

FinTech Regulatory 
Sandbox: testing of AI 
products and services 

Monetary Authority of 
Singapore 

Data Protection 
Sandbox: Impact of AI 

products and services on 
privacy frameworks

UK Information 
Commissioner’s Office 

Regulatory 
sandbox on AI 
products and 

services

EC EU AI Act 
proposal

2015

2016

2019

2021



Laws and regulation: Comparative analysis of select emerging AI-
specific regulations

Horizontal regulatory approach Vertical approach with sectoral regulations

• Priority of legal certainty and harmonization of 

interpretation and enforcement

• Creation of safeguards for protection against 

risks to health, safety, and human rights, among 

others

• Comprehensive regulation on AI systems to 

establish minimum standards of mandatory 

application across industries

• Standards to determine clearly how businesses 

should manage the technology

• Individual initiatives by states or local 

governments to regulate limited, specific use of 

AI (recruitment, insurance, auditing, etc.)

• Context-specific, sectoral approach

• Domain-specific regulation and standards (data 

protection, automated driving, etc.)

Horizontal and sectoral approaches are not mutually exclusive, yet to-date, public authorities seem to 

prioritize elements of one approach over the other



DataAI is a global issue: The global governance debate

Existing initiatives

• G7 Hiroshima AI process

• UN High-Level Advisory 
Board

• OECD Working Party on 
AI Governance (AIGO)

• UK / US AI safety 
institutes

Emerging analogies

• Joint research e.g., European 
Organisation for Nuclear Research 
(CERN)

• Oversight e.g., International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA)

• Policy consensus e.g., 
Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC)



3. AI in Africa and Mauritius



African AI policy landscape

• Nine countries in Africa have at least one 
policy initiative related to AI

• Egypt, Kenya, Mauritius, Morocco, 
Nigeria, Rwanda, South Africa, Tunisia 
and Uganda

• Of those nine countries, four have 
national AI strategies

• Egypt, Mauritius, Morocco and Tunisia

• And two have begun the process of 
consulting stakeholders to author a 
strategy

• Nigeria and Rwanda

• Egypt is the only country in Africa to 
adhere to the OECD AI Principles oecd.ai/dashboards

http://www.oecd.ai/dashboards


oecd.ai/dashboards

http://www.oecd.ai/dashboards




Mauritius performs well against similar countries in AI 
research publications – and improving sharply

Similar countries according to the Country Similarity IndexSource: OECD.AI, using data from OpenAlex

https://objectivelists.com/2020/05/30/country-similarity-index/


Leading Mauritian institutions in AI research

Source: OECD.AI, using data from OpenAlex



Venture capital investments in Mauritian AI start-ups 
are increasing

Source: OECD.AI, using data from Preqin.



Mauritian VC outflows to foreign AI start-ups 
amounted to USD 101 million in 2022, mainly to India

Source: OECD.AI, using data from Preqin.



VC inflows to Mauritian AI start-ups were 20% of 
outflows in 2022 (USD 21 million), mainly from the UK



4. The case of India



Evolution of AI publications by country
China leads in number of AI publications in academic journals

Source: OECD.AI, with data from Elsevier (Scopus)

AI research

https://oecd.ai/en/data?selectedArea=ai-research&selectedVisualization=scientific-publications-time-series-by-country-2
https://oecd.ai/en/data?selectedArea=knowledge-flows


In 2019, India surpassed the US in contributions made to public AI 
repositories in GitHub
AI software development by country 

Source: OECD.AI, with data from Stack Overflow

AI software development

https://oecd.ai/en/data?selectedArea=ai-software-development&selectedVisualization=contributions-to-ai-projects-by-country-and-project-impact


In 2020, India surpassed the US in questions asked on Stack 
Overflow per year, showing an increased interest in AI upskilling
Evolution of AI questions and answers by country 

Source: OECD.AI, with data from Stack Overflow

AI knowledge flows

https://oecd.ai/en/data?selectedArea=knowledge-flows


Some open questions…

• What can Africa and Mauritius learn from these trends 
and issues?

• What can we learn from India, with all its differences and 
similarities?

• What would be a good AI governance approach for 
African countries?



5. To learn more



To learn more

• Learning from mistakes: AI Incidents Monitor [oecd.ai/incidents]

• Learning from good practices: Catalogue of tools & metrics for 
trustworthy AI [oecd.ai/catalogue]

• Staying up to date: The AI Wonk blog [oecd.ai/wonk]

• Comparing AI policies: Database of national AI policies
[oecd.ai/dashboards]

• Identifying AI trends: Trends & data section [oecd.ai/data]

• Resources on generative AI: GenAI section [oecd.ai/genai]

• …and, more importantly, engage with our panellists today!

http://www.oecd.ai/catalogue
http://www.oecd.ai/catalogue
http://www.oecd.ai/wonk
http://www.oecd.ai/dashboards
http://www.oecd.ai/data
http://www.oecd.ai/genai


FOLLOW US: 

@OECD-AI
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